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ABSTRACT

A 2 X 2 X 3  factorial  analysis  of variance was  aployed  to  irlvesti-

gate  the  effeets  of  iustl`]ctious  and feedback on perfoHrmce  in a
discrimination  lcarring  task.    The  three factors  irIvestigated were :

task instruction  (informed and urirformed) ,  feedback iustrmction

(informed and ulnformed) ,  and  type of  feedback  [Righturong  (R-W) ,

Right-nothing  (Rn) ,  Vlong-nothing  own)J .    One  hutred  and  twenty,

volunteer  undergraduate  students  sewed as  subjects  for  the research.

A post-experimental  questiormire was  completed  by all  suljects  to

assess  understanding  of  the  experiment.    One of  the results  of  the

present study revealed  that  task  iustrmction  (informed)  produeed a

significantly higher  level  of  performnce,   (p< .05) .    Feedback

instrmction and  type of feedback had ro  sigrfficant  effect on

performnce which failed  to  support  Spence,  Lair  and  Goodstein's

(1963)  opinion  that  the use of ron-informative  iustruetions mere

necessary  in producing  performnce differences  in  the  RIi and wh

feedback conditions .

With regard  to  instr]ction,  it has been argued  that  the

discovery,  or  learn as  you go method facilitates  the retention of

subject matter  (Ausubel,1963;  Bruner,1961).     Guthrie's   (1967)

article points  out hcwever,  that erpirical research has  failed  to

sustain  such opinions.    When speed of  learning  and retention were

used as  criteria,  instruetious  containing rules  (expository

instruction)  has proved  superior  to  instructions without rules

(discovery method)   (Craig,   1956;  Kittel,   1957;  IIa.slerud  and MEyers,

1958;  1thittrock,1963).    The  literature  dealing with  the  effects

of  instn]ctions  on performance  is  at best  equivocal.    One  exaaple

of  the probleri which may be related  to  the  effects  of  iustmctions

is  in  the area of  feedback in discrimination learning.

The  discririmtion  learning procedure  ilIVolves  a  complex  type

of probleri-solving  task.    h order  to master  the  task,  the  sutject

mst not only discover  the principal governing  the respolrse-

reinforcenent contingeney,  but also  that  there is  a specific

relationship between  the reinforcenent and his  responses.    With

further regard  to  the complex nature of  the discrirination leaning

procedure,  Kanfer  and lfarston  (1961,  1962)  pointed out  that  in  such

a  task  the  sub`iect  is  presented with an unstruetured and alhoiguous

task  that requires  him to make  several  cona]rrent alrd independent

discririnations.    h their opinion,  the strengthening of  the

selected response-class  by reinforcement  (feedback)  is  secondary  to

the  subject discovering  the purposes  of  the  experinent and  the
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relationships  between his  behavior and  the  experinenter ' s  reinforce-

ment.    Cbnsequently,  these authofs  hypothesized  that  a  reduction  in

the ambiguity of  the  task  through  the use of ur)re  specific  task-

relevant instr]ctions could facilitate learning.    The results of

their  studies  supported  this  contention in  that groups receiving

instruction relating  the nature of  the feedback contingencies

performed  significantly better  than groups  receiving no  instrmc-
tion relating  the nature of  the feedback contingencies .

A number  of  studies  (Spence,  I.air  and  Goodstein,   1963;   Spence,

1964;  Spence  and  Lair,   1965;  Kausler  and  I.a.ir,   1968)  have  examined

the  effeets  of  feedback in a verbal-discrimination  (VD)  leaning

task with varying results .

Feedback  in a VD  task  deals with  the verbal  cues  provided by

the  experimenter  following a  subject's  given response.    In  the

standard right-wrong  (R-W)  condition,   the  subject receives .appro-

priate  feedback  following  each response  (i.e. ,  when  the  response

is  correct  the  subject  is  told  that he  is  right,  and when a response

is  incorrect,  the  subject  is  told  that he  is wrong) .    The varia-

tions  of  the  standard R-W condition require  the  experimenter  to

omit either  the positive or negative verbal  cue.    in the first of

these  conditions ,  Right-nothing  (RA) ,  the  subjeet receives  feedback

only  for  correct responses.    The  experinenter  gives  no verbal

reinforcement  for  the  sijbject's  incorrect responses.    In the lihong-

mthing  O^h)  condition,  the  feedback or reinforcanent  contingencies

are merely reversed.    That  is  to  say,  the  subject receives  feedback

only when his  response  is wrong.    Cbrreet responses  are rot rein-

forced  in any way by  the  experinenter.

Spenee,  I.air  and  Goodstein  (1963) ,   examined  the  effects  of

feedback in schizophrenic  and ron-psychiatric  subj ects  using  a

verbal  discTiintion  task.    In place of  the  standard R-W condition

however,  an information condition iras  aployed whereby a visual

representation of  the  correct iteni veuld appear on a presentation

screen following  a  subject's  response.    Although analysis  of  the

three  feedback conditions  examined  (i.e. ,  inforlnation,  Rn,  wh)

showed  that performance vas  best  in  the  infomation condition,

there were ro  significant differences  recorded between groups  in

the  tiro verbal  feedback conditions.    Further  examination of  these

results  ilxplied  that  the  experinenter's  silence  in  the Rn and wh

conditions,  had an equal  effect on perfomance once  the meaning of

this  silence was  understood.    This  rrotion prompted  the  authors  to

suggest  that  the use of Iron-informative  instructions may be

necessary for  obtaining performame  differences  between  the Rn and

lih  feedback conditions .

In a  subsequent  study erploying Ron-informative  instructions ,

where subjects were sixply  told to  "lean to  call out  the colfect

mcher of  each cord pair and  that it will become clear  to you as

we go  along which cord  in  each pair  is  correct",  Spence  (1964)

found performance on a  tw7o-alternative VD  task  to  be  significantly
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better under  a l^h and  R-W verbal  reinforcenient  schedule  than under

a Rn verbal reinforcenent  condition.    Analysis  suggested  that  the

results were due  to  the  experimenter's  silence acquiring  less  rein-

forcenent  (information)  value when  cofroined with Rn  than when

corrbined with wh.    These results  paralleled  those of  prior  studies

eaploying  conceptual  tasks with moot or vague  instructions  to  the

subject  (Buss,  Braden,   Orgel  and  Bugs,1956;   Buss  and  Buss,1956;

Ferguson and Buss,1959).    h  this  succession of  studies  on concq)t

formation,  Buss  and his  associates  irIvestigated  the  effects  of  feed-

back cohoinations  on performance.    In each of  these  irIvestigations ,

subjects were  instructed  to  "learn  to respond correctly".    The

information which veuld allow  then  to  do  so,  however,  was  riot

included  in  the  instructions.    Results  indicated performance was

superior  in  the wh  feedback cohoination as  opposed  to  the  Rn  feed-

back  combirration.    Based on  these  findings,  Buss  et  al.  hypothesized

that  'wiong" per  se vas  a more powerful reinforcer  than  "right".

Similar  results  have  also  been reported by  BuetIvald  (1959)  whose

research showed  that  the  experimenter's  silence  (blark) ,  in a

verbal  feedback  cord)irration,  appears  to  acquire a reinforcing value

ithich is  opposite  to  the  type of  feedback it  is  paired with.    That

is ,  in  the Rn feedback condition,  the  experimenter's  silence

becomes  a punisher while  in  the 1^h feedback condition,  this  identical

silence acquires  positive reinforcenent value.    Based on  these

findings  however,  it does  not follow  that  the  empirical  superiority

of  the wh f eedback condition over  the in feedback condition  is  due

to  the relative strengt:hs  of  "right" or  'viong" but rather due,

perhaps,  to  the rate at which  the  experimenter's  silences  gain in
reinforcement value.    In other irords,  in  the absence of prior

explarmtion or  instruction regarding  the nat]Ire of  the  feedback

contingacies,  suljects  in  the Rn feedback conditon were  less  able

tin  those in the wii feedback condition to  grasp  the  inforlnation

being  corIveyed by  the  experimenter's  silences  or  failures  to  respond.

h a  later  study using  college  students,  Spence and Iair  (1965)

reported  that  the  three  feedback conditions  (R-W,  Rn,  wh)  vere

foul  to  be equal  in terms  of  their  effects  on performance in dis-

crinintion leaning,  provided  the  subject was  informed as  to  the

mture of  the feedback contingencies.    In  this  study however,  in

prearranged  schedules mere  erployed  to  predetermine  the  siibj ect' s

irritial or  first  trial performance level.    This  had rot been  true

of  Spence's  earlier  studies  and may well account for  this  apparent

divergence of results.

That ilrstmctious providing more relevant infonnation regarding

the rrature of  the  f eedback contingencies may facilitate verbal

conditioning has  been shorn in  several other  studies  (Speilberger,

1962;  and Denike  and  Speilberger,  1963)  which were prinarily  con-

cerned with  the problem of  "leaning without amareness".    The

contention of  these irvestigators VAs  that  task-relevant  informa-

tion  induces  in  the  subject a  set  to  "look for  a principal" which
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will lead  to greater arareness  of  the reaponse-reinforcemmt

sequence and ultimately  to  a higher  level of conditioning.    The

conclusion drarm from these studies res  that more  specific  instruc-

tions affect perforlnance on verbal  conditioning  tasks,  but does  so

indirectly by  inducing a greater awareness  of  the reinforceDient or

feedback contingencies.    Here again,  however,  information relating

the natLffe of  the feedback contingencies res  seen as  the  ixpet]]s  to

increased perfomanee.

Adding  to  the literature,  Kausler and hair  (1968)  irvestigated

the effects of  feedback using  ilrformative instructions and found

that a slower rate of acquisition VAs  displayed in the lih condition

than in the Rn and R-W conditions,  with  the  latter  tiro  conditions

being equal.    These results  differ with  those of Spence's  earlier

studies but may be accounted for by considering  the variations  in

populations  examined and informational  sets  provided  to  the  subjects.
A general ccxparison of results  anng  studies  shows  that  the

best overall performarme in a VI task alrost consistently has been

found  in the R-W feedback conditon with  the  subject receiving  the

experinter's  cues  following each response.    There is  obvious  dis-

agreenent regarding  the other  two  (Bn,  wh)  feedback conditions.

These results  are  confounded however,  when one  exarfues  the

rrature of instm]ctions  to  the  subject in these studies.    Generally,

ilrstructions  in a VD task have been seen as prcwiding adequate

information with regard to  the nature of  the feedback contingencies,

or  they siaply have provided ro  information at all and  subjects

leaned  the  task as  they went along.
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Statement  of  the  Probleni

In order  to  produce an effect of  feedback  in discrimination

learning,  certain authors  have found  it neeessary  to  keep  the  sub-

jects  uninformed with regard  to  the  feedback contingencies.    The

fact  that  the VD task itself  is  obviously rather ccxplex and

difficult  to understand only serves  to  coaplicate  the  issue.

Because  each of  these  studies ' examined  the  sarie phenomena,  namely,

the  effects  of  feedback conditions  on perfomance  in a VD  task,  it

is  interesting  to note  that different  sets of  instn]ctiors  to  the

subject were  erployed,  thus  confo\mding results  even further.

As  stated earlier,  instructions  to  the  subject  in a VD  task

have  either  been of  an expository mture,  providing  adequate  infor-

rmtion with regard  to  the  contingencies  of  the  feedback or  they

provide ro  information at all  and subjects were  siaply  told  to
"lean to  call out  the comect mcher of each cord pair and that it

will  become  clear  to  you as we go  along which cord  in  each pair  is

colfeet".

These  ilrstmictioml proceedings  represent an  interesting and

iaportant question.    The only difficulty with  these procedures  is   .

that both methods  have  imdvertently kept  subjects  uninformed with

regard  to  the nature of  the  task itself .    Based on  the  fact  that

there are  tiro  separate and distinct  informational  corlponents  ccm-

prising  instructions  to  the  subject  in a VD  task,  the  current paper

sought  to  illvestigate  this  partioular  issue and asked  the  question:

What are  the critical  aspects  of .inst]n]ctiors  that affeet perfomrmce

on a  VD  task;  knowledge of  the  feedback  contingencies,  or  knowledge

regarding  the nature of  the  task?    Such a distinction had yet  to  be

made  in published research.    Based on findings  indicating  that

performance has  proved  superior when  cohoined with  expository

instmction,  it vas predicted  that:    (a)  sul]jects  receiwhg  task

instruction irould perform significantly better  than subj ects  Trot

receiving  task instr]ction,  and  ®)  subjects receiving  iust~tion

relating  the nature of  the  feedback contingencies veuld perform

significantly better  than subj eets  trot reeeiving  feedback instmc-

tion.    Adhering  to  the present notion  that instruetiorral  informtion

represents  the  iapetus  for  siperior performance  in a VD  task,  it was

also  predicted  that:    (c)  there could be no  significant  effect of

feedback  (R-W,   Rn,  wh).
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ifethod

Subjects.    One hundred and  twenty  subjects  fran Appalachian

State thiversity were obtained by rna.king  appeals  for volunteers  in

undergraduate psychology  classes.    All  subjects were naive  to

discrinirmtion leaning and received extra credit points  toward

their final grades  for participating  in  the  experiment.    All  sul]-

jects were  told  that  they would be asked  to perform a  task  in

which  they would rely upon specific  sets  of  instructions  and verbal

cues  that would be provided by  the  experinenter.    In addition,

subjects were  told  that  they irould be  asked  to  complete  a post-

experiment questiormaire  (Appendix A)  to  further  assess  their

performance and general understanding of  the  experiment.

Ifale  and  fenrale  subjects  were randomly  assigned  to  conditions

separately  so as  to  assure an equal  distribution of  the  sexes

across  conditions.    All  treatment  conditions  contained  ten subjects

per  cell.    Die  to  an irradvertent  experimenter  error  however,  nine

subjects were assigned  to  the  treatment  condition providing  task

instruction,  feedback instruction and Rn feedback.    Additionally,

eleven  subjects were placed  in  the  condition providing  feedback

instruction only,  and  R-W feedback.

materials  and aratus . A pool of  24  four-letter words were

selected frcm  the  Thorndike-Ij)rge Tables  (1944)  and randomly paired

to  form a  list  of  twelve word pairs  (Appendix 8) .    These words

have been reported as  possessing  frequencies  that  occur between

0  to  5  times  in 4.5 million cords.

Each cord pair vas  photographed and presented xpon a  slide

viewing  screen via carousel  slide projector.    Stimli were presented

for xp  to  ten  trials  at a rate of  2.5  seconds per  slide with a  .5

second  interval between slides.    Tiring vas  done by a I.afayette

timer .

Procedure . The  design vas  a  2 X 2  X 3  factorial  analysis  of

variance  (see Appendix  C,  Figure  1) .    Task  iristruction vas  one

factor with  two  inforlnatiorral  conditions  being :    informed,  with

regard  to  the requirements  of  the  task and non-informed with regard

to  the  requirements  of  the  task  (see Appendix D) .    Feedback  instruc-

tion was  the  second factor with  tiro  inforlnatiorml  conditions  being :

informed with regard  to  the  feedback  contingencies  and non-informed

with regard  to  the  feedback contingencies  (see Appendix  D) .    Type

of  feedback was  the  third factor,  with  three  feedback conditions

being:    Right-Wrong  a-W) ,  Right-nothing  (Rn) ,  and Wfong-nothing

Oh).    In  the  R-W condition,  subjects were given feedback by  the

experimenter  for all of  their responses.    All  correct responses

irere reinforced  in a positive mamer  (i.e. ,  the  experimenter  said
"good,  right,  or  correct") ,  and all  incorrect responses were rein-

forced  in such a way as  to  indicate an elfor  (i.e. ,  the  experinenter

said  'ho,  wrong,  or  ineorreet").    in  the Bn condition,  only  the

subject's  correct responses  received  the verbal  feedback  (i.e. ,  the
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experimen.ter  said  "good,  right,  or  correct")  and all  incorrect

responses  received no verbal reinforcelnent as  the  experinenter

reniained silent.    h  the lih condition,  the  above-mentioned  feedback

contingeney was merely reversed and only  incorrect  subj ect  resporises

received  the  experimenter's  verbal reinforcelnent  (i. e. ,  the

experimenter  said  'wiong,  rD,  or  incorrect") .    All  correct responses

received no verbal reinforcement  and  the  experimenter renained  silent.

Each  subject res  escorted  to  the  experimental  room,  seated  to

the right of  the experimenter  and reminded  that  they veuld be asked

to perform a  task  in which  they veuld rely \xpon  the  specific  set of

instn]ctioris  and verbal  cues  provided by  the  experimenter.    The  sub-

jest vas  then read  the appropriate set of instruetions  (see
Appendix D)  and  the  experiment was  begun.    It  should be  rroted  that

any questions  relating  to  the  experinent which were asked by  subjects

were met by  the  experimenter  sillply restating  the  specific  set of

instruetions which had previously been read  to  the particular

subject.

Criterion was  achieved when  subjects  had accomplished  tro  consec-

utive errorless  trials  or upon co[Ipletion of  trial  10,  whichever  cane

first.    The dependent variable was  the  total number  of  trials  to

criterion.    Trial  one perfomrmce was manipulated  to  insure  a  507o

colfect  starting  level  for all  subjects.    This was  acco[Iplished by

a randoni selection of  six out of  twelve  slides  xpon which either  iteni

vas  considered  to  be  correct  and  the  subject  had merely  to  choose  one

iten or  the other.    Any item choice on the rerining  six slides vas

autcmatically VIong.    This procedJre was  repeated prior  to  rmhing

each  sulject.

Upon completion of  the  experiment proper,  each  subject  ccxpleted

a post-experinent  questiomaire  to  fL]rther assess  overall perfonrmce

and understanding of  the  task.
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Results

Perforlnance  Data.    Performance,  which was measured by  trials  to

criterion,  was  amlyzed  employing  a  2 X 2 X 3  factorial  amlysis  of

variance which  is  surlnarized  in Appendix E,  Table  1.    'Ihere were

significant main effects  associated with  task  instruction,  F(1,108)  =

4.74;  p<.05.    ifeans  and  standard  deviations,  in parentheses,  for  the

informed group  versus  the uninformed  group were  7.339  (1.824)  versus

8.115  (1.674)  respectively.    ifeans  and  standard  deviations  for  all

conditions  are provided  in Appendix  E,  Table  2.    'Ihe major purpose  of

the current research vas  to  inquire further regarding  the critical

aspects  of  instructions  to  the  sulject in discrimination learning.    It

is  of particular  interest  to note  that only  instruction regarding  the

natilfe of  the  task itself had a  significant  effect on perforlnance.

The  effects  of  feedback  instruction and  type of  feedback failed  to

achieve significance.

Using  the  sane factors  as  in  the above analysis ,  an additional

analysis  of variance was performed using  errors  to  criterion as  the

dependent measure  (see Appendix  E,  Table  3) .    Although  there were  no

significant main effects ,  task instruction approached significance,

F(1,108)  =  3.265;  p9.07.    This  measure  correlated  .70 with  the  trials

to  criterion measure.    All  interactions  failed  to  achieve  significance.

Questiormaire Data.    A post-experinent questiormaire was

administered  to  all  subjects  taking part in  the  experiment  (see

Appendix A) .    1thile most  questiomaire  items were  designed  to  assure

16

that  subjects  understood  the  experiment,  various  questions  are of

particular  interest with regard  to  the overall results.    A three-way
analysis  of variance was  performed which revealed  signif icant main

effects  for  the following  itens:    Question 6;  'When did  the  task

become clear  to  you?"   Results  of  the  analysis  of variance,  which are

summarized  in Table 4,  showed  that  there was  a  significant main effect

for  task  instruction  (F(1,71)  =  8.64;  p<.01) .    ifeans  and  standard

deviations  for  the  task  informed groixp versus  the  task uninformed

group  were  5.695   (1.329)  and  4.902  (1.546)  respectively.     The  analysis

also revealed a  significant main effect for  feedback instruction

(F(1,71)  =  10.65;  p<.01).    ifeans  and  standard  deviations  for  the

feedback  informed  group versus  the  feedback uninformed groap were  5. 567

(1.332)  and  5.017  (1.600)  respectively.    'Ihese  results  indicated  that

subjects  receiving  task and/or  feedback instruction reported  that

the  task became clear  earlier  than subjects who  did not receive  task

and/or  feedback instruction.

Question  8;   "Did you understand how  the  feedback rorked?"    Results

of  the analysis ,  which are  su[rmarized  in Table  5,  revealed a  significant

main  effect  for  task  instruction  (F(1,71)  =  6.90;  p£.01).    Means  and

standard deviations  for  the  task infcrmed group versus  the  task unin-

formed  group were  6.169   (1.392)  and  5.492   (1.876)  respectively.     In

addition,  the  arialysis  revealed a  significant lmin effect for  feedback

instruction  (F(1,71)  =  10.65;  p<.01).    Means  and  standard  deviations

for  the feedback  informed group versus  the f eedback uninformed group
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were  6.200  (1.412)  and  5.450  (1.854)  respectively.     'Ihese  results

indicated  that  subjects who received  task and/or  feedback  instruction

reported  that  they understood more about how  the  feedback corked  than

subjects who  did not receive  task and/or  feedback  instruction.

Question  9;     "Did  the  experimenter's  silences  mean anything  to

you?"    ('Ihe  data  from  the  R-W feedback  condition were rot  included

in  this  analysis  sinee  this particular question applied only  to  the

Rn and lth feedback  conditions.)    Results  of  the  analysis,  which are

simnarized  in Table  6,  revealed  a  significant main  effect of  feedback,

F(1,71)  =  7.40;  p<.01.    Means  and  starrdard  deviations  for  the  Rn

feedback condition versus  the lth feedback  condition were  6. 256  (1. 666)

versus  4.975  (2.391)  respectively.    These results  indicated  that  subjects

in  the Rn feedback  condition reported  that  they better  understood  the

meaning  of  the  experimenter's  silences  than did  subjects  in  the wh

feedback condition.    The  interesting  aspect of  these results  is  that

despite  this  reported awareness  regarding  the meaning  of  the  experi-

menter's  silence,  subjects  in  the Rn feedback condition were unable  to

use  this  information  to  illprove  their  overall  performance.    All  other

interactions  failed  to  achieve  significance.

Discussion

Perforlrmce  Data.    The results  of  the current research indicate

that performnee in discrimimtion learning  is  superior when schjects

are informed as  to  the lrature of  the  task proper.    These results

support  the prediction  t:hat  sul>jeets  receiving  task instruction

whd perform siglrificantly better  than subjects rot receiving  task

iustmction.    These results  lend additional  support  to  the hypothesis

made by  Karfer  and Marston  (1961,  1962)  that  a  reduction  in  the

ahoiguity of  the  discrinination leaning  task  through the use of

rare specific  task-relevant instmictions would facilitate leaning.

The  current research hcwever,  atteapted  to  delineate  the critical

aspects of  dsth]ctious  to  the sijbject in a discrindmtion learning

task into  feedback and  task  instmction.    This was  not  tine of  the

authors  cited above.

Resdts  of  the  cijrrent research do  not  concur with  the predic-

tion that sulj eats  receiving  feedback instmction could perform

significantly better  than subj ects not receiving instruction relating

the rrature of  the  feedback contingencies.    Additiomlly,  type of

feedback was  found  to  have ro  significant  effect on performance.

While  this  finding  sustains  the fiml prediction made  in the  current

paper,  the collbined results  of  the  latter  tiro predictions  fail  to
support  Spence,  hair  and Gcodstein's  (1963)  earlier rrotion  that  the

use of Iron-informative  instm]ctions may be necessary  for  obtaining
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perforllrmce  differences  between  the Rn and [th feedback conditicms.

This particular notion vas prcxpted by  the author's  opinions  that  the

experimenter 's  silences  in  the Rn and wh feedback conditions  had an

equal effeet on perfomanee,  onee  the mearimg of  this  silene vas

understood.    The curent research however,  exarfued hath feedback

ilrstructed and feediack uninstructed conditions  and found that

there were ro  significant differences  associated with the  type of

feedback and/or instruction or lack of irrstruction relating  to  the

nat`]re of  the  feedback contingencies.

estiomdre hata. while mst questiormaire itens were

designed  to assure  that  subjeets i]nderstood  the  exper:inrmt,  various

questions are of particular interest.

Question. 6  asked:    'when did  the  task become clear  to  you?"

Results revealed significrmt main effeets  for both task and feedback

instn]cted conditions.    The former finding is  Trot of particular

interest as  it merely attests  that subjects ifro had the  task explained

reported that  the  task became clear  sooner  than subjects wh  did not

have  the benefit of  task instruetion.   MDre :ilpertant is  the

significant main effeet for feedback instruction which indicates

that subjeets who reeeived feedback instruction raprted that  the task

became clear  sooner  than suljects who vere not feedback instructed.

The lnajor aspect of  this  finding  is  that  task understandfrng did rot

erhae perfo-e.
question 8  asked:    "Did you understand how  the  feedback verked?"
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Chce again,  the analysis  revealed  significant main effects  for

both  task and feedback instructed groups.    It  is  not  surprising

to note  that  subjects who were  instn]cted regarding  the rrature of

the feedback contingencies veuld report  that  they understood how

the feedback irorked better  than subjects who  did rrot receive

feedback instructions ,    What  is  of particular  interest however,  is

that  this  apparent awareness  of how  the  feedback verked did not

enhance performanee  in ccxparison  to  subjects  who  did not receive

feedback instr]ctions.    This  finding  in particular,  fails  to  support

Spence,  Iair and Goodstein's  (1963)  notion regarding  the use  of rron-

irformative instructions which was  cited earlier.

Question  9  asked:     "Did  the  experimenter's  silences  mean any-

thing  to  you?"    The major  focus  of  this  iten was  directed  tovard

subjects  in  the  Rn and lih  feedback conditions.    Results  of  the

armlysis  of variance revealed a  significant main effeet of  feedback

which indicated  that subjects  in  the Rn feedback condition rq]orted

that  the  experinenter' s  silences  possessed IIDre meaning  than  sub-

jects  in  the 1^h  feedback  condition.    In both  the  Rn and 1^h  feecfoack

conditions  the  experimenter's  silences  infer  the presence  of  a

closed  informatiorral  systen,   (e.g. ,  the  experimenter  tells  the

subject when his  choice  is  correct but relnains  silent when his  choice

is  ineorreet).    'Iherefore,  when  the  experimenter  says  nothing,  the

subject's  choice  is wrong.    The  atx]ve results irould  then  iaply  that

subjects  in  the  Rn  feedback condition were more  ar7are of  this  closed
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informational  system  than subjeets  in  the lih feedback condition.

The  interesting aspect of  these results  is  that despite  this  apparent

avareness,  sutjects  in  the RA feedback condition were unable  to

capitalize upon  this  information to  japrove  their overall

perfomrmce.    CblIversely,  subjects  in  the lih  feedback  condition

reported  that  the  experinenter ' s  silences  held little meaning  for

then.    This may  indicate  that  subjects  in  the lth feedback condition

were unable  to  perceive  the  situation as  a  closed  infomiational

system and may  in  fact have viewed  the  experimenter's  silences,  in

addition to his  periodic negative feedback,  as  criticism.

hterestingly however,  there is ro  evidence of a perfomrmce  deficit

as  compared  to  subjects  in  the  Rn feedback condition.    That  is  to  say,

that  the presence or  absence of meaning regarding  the  experimenter ' s

silences  ultimately had ro  affective meaning,  and  subjects  in  the

Rn and Th  feedback  conditions  perfomied  the  task at  coxparable

levels.    In addition,  it can be  stated  that in  the present  experi-

ment,  the  experimenter's  silences  tended  to  affect perception in

contrast  to  performance.
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ApPEroH A

UESHONIRE

NAME : DATE : PRESSOR:

INS'IRUCTIONS :    Please  evaluate  the  experiment  and  the  experimenter  on  the

follcwimg adjective scale by circling  the appropriate

mrfuer which most  closely corresponds  to  your  feelings.

RE ExpERndi

I.      enjoyable

76

4.

corlplicated

76

exciting

76

hard

76

432

432

432

432

Were  the  instn]ctions  clear  to  you?

765432

cler
When did  the  task become  clear  to  you?

76

at  the begiming

432

7.      How confusing  did  you  find  the  task  to  be?

765432

tarible
i

sinple

1

boring

1

easy

i

1

uncler

1

never cler

very confusing                                                                             not  confusing

Did you understand how the  feedback irorked?

7                       6                            5                           .4                      3                       2

26

urrders tood                                                                                  never  unders tood

(If applicable)  Did  the  experrfenter's  silences mean anything  to  you?

76

held meaning

10.    How nervous  were  you?

76

5432

432

very nerous
11.    Did you reHiain nervous  throughout  the  experiment?        yes

12.    The  experimenter   .   .   .

76

8cod

432

1

no in-ing

1

trot nerous

no

13.    Would you be willing  to  participate  in  some other  experimentation?

yes                                  no

14.    With regard  to  the  question concerning  the  experinenter's  silence. . .

When during  the  experinent did  the  experinenter's  silence  take on

meaning?

76

be8irming

432

15.    In your own verds,  what vas  the meaning  of  this  silence as  it appeared

to  you?
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VERBAL  DlscRrmIA    ON veRI]  LlsT

BRIG

SRTT

HARE

IJHK

IX)SS

FTJK

CZAR

NI
I.OCH

NtJFR

SLtJR

JUTE

SNIP

CX)I.E

CEDE

BARE

Rum

rouN

PENr

RIG

RERE

NIca

LICE

DUNK
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APPENDK  C

FIGURE  1

ExpFRDin DEslGN

roTEL  N  =  i2o

28

REORE
FEE)BACK

INSRUCTED

roT
REOEMED

2  x  2  x  3  FAcroRIAL

ANAILysls  aF  vARIAicE
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APPENDH  D

INsmlTcrloNs  ro  suBjEcl's

E¥  corolHON

No  feedback  instruction,  ro  task  ilrstruction  (NII-NH) :    "This

2.

is  a verbal  learning  task.    You will  see a  series  of cord

pairs.    Please  learn  to  call  out  the  correct mehoer of  cach
word pair.    It will  become  clear  to  you as  we  go  along which

word  in each pair  is  correct."

Feedback  instruction,  no  task  instmction  (FI-NTI) :    "This  is

a verbal  leaning  task.    You will  see a  series  of word pairs.

Please  learn  to  call  out  the  correct mcher of  each word pair.

It will  become  clear  to  you as  we  go  along which cord  in  cach

pair  is  correct.    I will  help  you dy providing you with feed-
back  (R-W,  RE,1ih).     That  is  to  say,   e.g.,   I will  tell  you

when your  resporise  is  collect. "

Task  instruction,  no  feedback  instruction  (TI-NFI) :    "This  is

a verbal  leaning  task.    You will  see a series  of cord pairs.

Each slide has  tro verds pictured on it.    I have arbitrarily

chosen one cord on each  slide  to  be wlrat  I will  term  the  correct

cord.    The  sane cords will  always  be paired  together but may

shift in left-right position or  in order of presentation.

The  sane cords will  always  be  either  correct or  incorrect,  as

I will make no  attenpt  to  trick you.    Your  task is  to  lean

30

the list of correct cords.    NIw,  please  lean to  call out  the

correct mcher  of  each cord pair.    It will become  clear  to  you

as we go  along which verd  in each pair  is  correct."

Task instmction,  feedback instruction (TI-FI):     "This  is  a

verbal  leaning  task.    You will  see a  series  of word pairs.

Each slide has  tro verds pictured on it.    I have arbitrarily

chosen one cord on  each slide  to  be wlrat  I will  term  the

correct word.    'Ihe  sane cords will  alvays  be paired  together

but may shift in left-right position or  in order of presenta-

tion.    'Ihe  sane words will always  be  either  correct or

incorrect,  as  I will make no  attempt  to  trick you.    Your  task

is  to  lean  the  list of correct irords.    Now,  please  learn to

call  out  the  correct mehoer  of  each verd pair.    It will become

clear  to you as we go  along which verd  in each pair  is  correct.

I will  help  you by  providing  you with  feedback  (R-W,  Rn,  wh) .

That  is  to  say,  e.g. ,  I will  tell  you when your  choice  is wrong."
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APPENDH  E

TAERE  1

ARAI+YSIS  OF  VARIANCE  FOR  TRIAI.S  TO  CRITERION

SOURCE

TypE  OF  FEEDBAex   (FB)

Df                    lflAN  SQ`tIARE

FEEDBACK  INSTRIJCTI0N   (FI)             1

TASK  INsmucTION  (TI)

FB  X  FI

FB  X  TI

FIXH

FB  X FI  X H

VI- SUBJECTS

TOEL

*   p<.05

108

119

2 . 788

7 .155

18 . 452

0 . 299

3 . 897

3 . 945

F

0 . 715

1. 836

4 .7 T5id<

0 . 077

TABRE  2

MEANS  AND  STANI)ARD  DEVIATIONS  FOR  AIL  CONI)ITIONS
(MEAsuRED  By  TRIAL.s  ro  CRITERION)

CONDITION

TASK  INIORED,   FEEDBACK  INroRIcO

RIGIIT-roTHING  FHDRACK

RIGHT-WRONG  FEEDBACK

iunoNG-roTtHNG  FEEDRACK

TASK  INIORIco ,   FEEDBACK  uNINFORIrm

RIGIIT-roThlNG  FEEDBACK

RIGIIT-WRONG  FEEDBACK

WRONG-roThlNG  FEEDBACK

TASK  UNINIORED ,   FEEDBACK  INIORIm

RIGHT-roTHIRE  FEEDBACK

RIGHT-WRONG  FEEDRACK

WRONG-roTHING  FEEDRAex

TASK  uNINIORrm ,   FEEDRACK  UNINFORED

RIGIIT-roTTHNG  FEEDRACK

RIGHT-WRONG  FEEDBACK

unoNG-roTHING  FEEDRACK

32

MEAN                STANDARD  DEVIATION
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SOURCE

TABIH  3

ANAILYSIS  0F  VARIANCE  FOR  ERRORS
ro CRIRION

Df                    rflAN  SQtIARE

TYPE  OF  FEEDBACK   (FB)                         2

FEEDBACK  INSTRUCTION   (FI)             1

TASK  INSTRUCHON   (TI)                       1

FB  X  FI

FB  X  TI

FI  X  TI

FB  X  FI  X  TI

WITHIN  SUBJECTS

roEL

108

119

290 . 918

225 . 689

626 .154

280.853

216 .177

52 . 425

261 . 016

191. 795

198 . 943

F

1 . 517

1.177

3 . 265

1. 361

S0uncE

TABLE    4

ANALYSIS  0F  VARIANCE  FOR  QUESTION  6

Df

TYPE  OF  FEEDRACK   (FB)                        i

FEEDRACK  INSTRUCTION   (FI)             1

TASK  INSTRUCHON   (TI)                       1

FB  X  FI

FB  X  TI

FIXH

FB  X  FI  X  TI

NIThlN  SUBJECTS

TOTAL

',-,'¢    p<.01

71

78

tyEN  SQURE

i . 333

20 .132

16 . 342

1 . 233

1.890

2 . 312

34

F

0 . 705

10.651,'`-,'¢

8 . 64 6``'`-,'c

0 . 652
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TABIE 5

ANAI+YSIS  OF  VARIANCE  FOR  QUESTION  8

SOURCE Df

TYPE  OF  FEEDRACK   (FB)                        1

FEEDRACK  INSTRuorloN   (FI)            1

TASK  INSTRuorloN  (TI)                     1

FB  X  FI

FBXH

FI  X  TI

FB  X  FI  X  TI

VIThlN  SUB`JECIS

I0TEL

'ck    p±.01

71

78

EN  SQtIARE

2.825

22 . 952

15 . 227

2 . 733

2. .2!f Jri

2 . 638

F

1 . 280

10.400T+`'¢

6 . 900

1. 238

SOURCE

TABIE   6

ANAI+YSIS  0F  VARIANCE  FOR  QUESTION  9

Df

TYPE  OF  FEEDRACK   (FB)                        1

FEEDRAex  lNSTRucTION   (FI)            1

TASK  INSTRUCHON   (TI)                       1

FB  X  FI

FB  X  TI

FI  X TI

FB  X  FI  X  TI

WIThlN  SUBJECTS

TOTAL

'.1'€     p<.01

71

78

EN SquARE

32 . 789

0 . 704

2 . 984

5 . 266

4.431

4 . 626

•  mrmv
"alachlan State  University

Boon® ,.  North  Carolina
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F

7  .llf yf yc!-`

0 .159

0 . 674

1 . 188


